Essentialism and Enhancing Healthcare Experiences: The Strategic Pursuit of "Less"
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by Greg McKeown urges us to consider our highest contributions by focusing on what really matters. As I strive (and struggle) to apply these principles to my life, the following questions emerge: How can we focus attention on the essential few elements impacting improved experiences? How might we avoid "shiny objects" that promise quick fixes? What energy and resource investments deliver the biggest impact? We must say "no" to some projects today so that we can say "yes" to the work (and fun) that really matter tomorrow. Where are your opportunities to decline projects, suggestions, and ideas that may distract you from your highest contribution? With careful attention, we can differentiate the most vital tasks and opportunities from the many (dangerously distracting) vendor solutions, process improvement projects, products, etc.).
I encourage you to review EVERY article in this issue. Each submission by every JPE author provides a new and valuable contribution of findings and perspectives. However, I challenge you to review this issue through the lens of an essentialist. Discern what matters most to you and focus on activities that fuel your highest contribution toward healthcare experiences. The disciplined pursuit of less represents the road less traveled and it has the potential to make all the difference.
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